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TROUBLESHOOTING

The Perfect Method, Part V:
Changing Column Selectivity

or the last several months weve

been working through the steps to

develop a liquid chromatography

(LC) method quickly and effectively. First

we looked at setting separation goals (1)

and selecting the starting conditions (2).

Then we adjusted retention times (3) and

mobile phase conditions (4) to get the

retention and peak spacing to meet the

goals we set. Changes in the mobile phase

percent organic (ooB), solvent rype, PH.
and temperature were easy variables to

modi$, in an effort to fine-tune the sepa-

ration, because these variables can be

changed in a continuous manner. That is,

the incremental change in the parameter

from one run to tl-re next can be made in

any step size we desire, such as a change

from 45o/o B to 460/o B or 43o/o methanol,

35o/o acetonivile, and 22o/obuffer rc 44o/o

methanol, 34o/o aceronitrile, and 22o/o

buffer. One other variable that can be use-

ful to change peak spacing is a change in

the column rype, for example, C18 to

phenyl. Unfortunately, such column

changes are in discrete steps - it is nor

possible to change from 44o/o phenyl and

55o/o CIB to 43o/o phenyl and 57o/o C1B.

And changing columns is expenstve -

rypically $500 per column - 5s 66lumn

changes have more budgetary impact than

changes in pH or temperature.

This month's installment of "LC

Tioubleshooting" will focus on changing

the  co lumn as  a  means ro  change the

peak spacing in a chromatogram. 
'We

will consider rwo approaches - a tradi-

t iona l  one o f  se lec t ing  the  co lumn by

bonded phase type and a newer tech-

nique based upon the chromatographic

properties of the column.

"Orthogonal" Columns

\7e often hear the term "orthogonal" to

describe a column or separation change in

the quest to obtain a better separation of

rwo or more peala. Strictly speaking,

orthogonal conditions are those that pro-

duce a separation that is at right angles or

perpendicular to the current one. fu long

as we are working with reversed-phase LC,

hydrophobic interactions dominate the

separation mechanism, so no matter what

change we make, hydrophobic interac-

tions are still the most important ones. As

a result, there is no truly orthogonal sepa-

ration condition in this context. Perhaps if

we switched to a different retention mech-

anism, such as from reversed phase to ion

exchange, we might get orthogonaliry but

some would argue that as long as we used

LC as the anall'tical tool, we wouldnt

achieve orthogonal results.

Our present goal is to get a significandy

different separation than the one we cur-

rer-rtly have, and in this context, we'll refer

to a set ofconditions that achieves this goal

as orthogonal. (Those ofyou who are

purists had better stop reading at this point

or take your blood pressure medicine!)

Contr ibutions to Column

Selectivi ty

There are three major contributions to

achieving the desired selectiviry or peak

spacing, in reversed-phase LC, the analy'te

chemistry. the mobile phase composit ion,

and the column composition. For the

mosr part, we're sruck with the anal1'te

chemistry (with the major exception for

ionic compounds when the mobile phase

pH is changed), and weve already

explored mobile phase changes. The col-

umn chemistry has two major contribu-

tions - the packing particles (usually sil-

ica) and the bonded phase. There was a

time when we thought all silica was cre-

ated equal and all bonded phases of the

same description were the same. Thus, a

C18 column was a C18 coiumn . . .

period. This gave rise to the L-1 classifica-

tion in the United States Pharmacopoeia
tohn W Dolan
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Figure  1 :  Separa t ion  o f  var ious  drugs  us ing  co lumns w i th  d i f fe ren t  se lec t i v i t ies .

Co' iumns: 250 mm x 4.6 mm, 5-pm do ACE; mobile phase: 80:20 (v/v) methanol-25 mM

phosphate  bu f fe r  (pH 6 .0) ;  f low r i te :  1 .0  mUmin '  Peaks :  ' l  -  norephedr ine '  2 :

n o r t r i p t y l i n e , 3 : t o l u e n e , 4 : i m i p r a m i n e , 5 : a m i t r i p t y l i n e . c o u r t e s y o f A d v a n c e d
Chromatography Technologies (Aberdeen, UK).
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(USP), grouping all Cl8 columns in one

category. Now, unless you are very new at

LC or very naive, you realize that not ali

C18 columns are created equal.

The Traditional APProach

Even though we know that all Cl8

columns are not the same, it seems logi-

cal that a change in the bonded phase

rype will be more likely to change peak

spacing than a change to another Cl8

column. One common apProach to rry

to change selectiviry by a change in col-

umn is to change from a C18 column to

a phenyl or cyano column. The logic is

that both the phenyl and cyano columns

have rr-T r interactions that are not pres-

ent with the Cl8 phase and the ryano
also has dipole-dipole contributions. To

limit the variables, often columns are

selected from the same family of phases

from the same manufacturer. This means

that the same silica particles are used, so

the differences seen are the result of the

bonded phase changes.

An example of selectiviry changes with

bonded phase changes is shown in Figure

1 for a sample of several drugs. These

columns are all fiom the same manufac-

turer and are operated under identical

conditions (see figure caption). The refer-

ence conditions use a C8 bonded phase,

which eives a retendon time for the last

peak of approximateiy 7 .5 min. The pri-

mary effect of changing to a Cl8 or C4

phase is that retention is increased or

decreased, respectively. There are some

minor changes in peak spacing, but all

three columns use a hydrocarbon bonded

phase, so little charge in the bonded

phase chemistry and, thus, peak spacing is

expected or observed.

A change to the phenyl or cyano col-

umn makes a significant change in selec-

tiviry for this set of aromatic compounds,

for which Tr-rt interactions are expected

to be significant. The phenyl column

reverses peals 2 and 3, whereas with the

cyano column only peak 4 is in the same

order as it was with the C8 column' I

think we can agree that the ryano column

gives an orthogonal separation for this

sample; the phenyl column has some, but

not as much orthogonal nature' I would

expect the results to be much less dra-

matic for a sample that did not have a

significant aromatic or dipole comPonent.

Over the last ten years, bonded phases

containing an embedded polar group

(EPG) have become popular. These often

incorporate a nitrogen-containing firnc-

tional group, such as an amide or carba-

mate, near the base of the C8 or Cl8

bonded phase chain. The EPG phase can

impart a significant change in selectiviry

over the comparable C8 or C18 phase' so
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it represents a viable alternative to the

phenyl or ryano phases lor a change in

selectivity. EPG columns also have the

advantage of being capable of operation

in 100o/o aqueous mobile phases without

phase dewetting (which we called "phase

collapse" in the past), so they have added

flexibiliry. For many workers today, the

EPG column is the column of choice for

alternate selectiviry when a ClB column

does nor give rhe desired separation.

An Alternate Technique

The use ofa cyano, phenyl, or EPG col-

umn to give different selectiviry from a C8

or C18 column has stood the test of time,

but is not a guarantee of orthogonaliry.

Just as some pairs of different C18

columns give similar separations and other

pairs exhibit changes in selectivity, some of

the alternate non-C18 columns might give

similar separations to the starting C18 col-

umn. It would be nice to have increased

confidence that the chosen column would

indeed make significant changes in the

separation. In the last few years, several

groups have been working on ways to

quantify the differences and similarities

between LC columns and translate this

information into practical tools. The

results from one ofthese studies has gener-

ated a database of more than 300 commer-

cial reversed-phase columns, which allows

the user to select columns that are similar

or ones that are different from a chosen

reference column. (See reference 5 for a

recent review of *ris approach, the

"hydrophobic-subtraction model.")

The database is available in beta-test

version on the USP website (6) and is

expected to be available in a released ver-

sion in the future. The screen capture

shown in Figure 2 depicts the database

configured to look for columns of differ-

ent selectivity ("View Differeni' button in

upper right for Figure 2). You select your

current column from the drop-down

menu at the upper right. In this case, I ve

chosen the ACE 5 C8 column, the same

one used as the starting place in Figure 1.

Next, select the appropriate check boxes if

the sample has acids or bases present and

enter the pH of the mobile phase. After

these selections have been made, the data-

base searches for columns that are maxi'

maily different from the reference column

and displays the 10 columns most differ-

ent. The measure of the difference is the
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Figure 2: column-comparison database of reference 5. see text for detai ls.

{ fitting value (abbreviated F in the data-

base). Ifthe,{ value is greater than

approximately 65, the column has a high

likelihood of giving different selectiviry'

You can see that the displayed columns all

have,{ values greater rhan 162 - signif i-

candy different. The next few columns of

the database display measured characteris-

tics of the columns: .F1, hydrophobiciry; S

(abbreviated S. in the table), resistance of

the bonded phase to penetration by bullqf

molecules;,t1, and B, the ability to hydro-

gen bond with nonionized acids and

bases, respectivelp and C the cation-

exchange characteristics of the column at

pH 2.8 and 7.0 Gee (5) and related refer-

ences for a more detailed discussion of

these parameters). The column rype is

listed, the USP "L" classification, and the

manufacturer at the far right.

For the reference column we selected, a

sample containing both acids and bases,

and a mobile phase pH of 2.8, it can be

seen that the list of different columns con-

tains several different phase options. Three

of the choices are EPG columns (abbrevi-

ated EP in the rable) and one is a cyano

(CN) column, which is consistent with the

previous discussion ofthe use ofthese

phases as alternatives to the C8 or C18

column. There are also several columns

with zirconia particles (ZirChrom, Anoka'

Minnesota) indicated to exhibit different

selectiviry. Notice that three of the

columns are Tlpe A C1B columns. This

higfrligha *re difference that is sometimes

observed beween the older Type A silica

particl€s and the newer, high puriryTlpe B

particle columns. Because of reproducibil-

iq' and peak tailing problems with Type A

columns, I recommend against using such

columns for a new separation. Notice that

in all cases except the Type A columns, the

best choice columns for different selectiviq'

is found with a different bonded phase

from a different manufacturer. This means

that the change in both the packing parti-

cle chemistry and the bonded phase are

playing a part in giving alternate selectiviry.

It should be noted that this technique of

choosing an or*rogonai columns is not a

guarantee ofan ortlogonal separation for

your sample, but there is a high probabiliry

that this is the result you will obtain.

An Extra Point of Leverage

A change in srationary phase rype using

one of the two techniques discussed previ-

ously is likely to give you a change of

selectiviry but if you want to increase the

chances of obtaining a significantly differ-

ent separation, there is one additiond

change you can make. It is well known

that a change in the organic solvent rype,
such as changing from methanol to ace-

tonitrile, can be a powerful way to change

selectivity in reversed-phase LC. If you

combine this mobile phase change with a

change in the stationary phase, you will

further increase the chances of achieving

an orthogonal seParadon (7). Thus, if we

use the data of Figure 2, we might change

from the ACE 5 C8 column in a PH 2.8

phosphate buffer-acetonitrile mobile

phase to a Bonus RP (EPG) column with

the same buffer, but methanol instead of

acetonitrile. This combination would be

likely (but not guaranteed) to give a sepa-
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ration with different selectiviry. In the

event that this change was not sufficient, a

change in mobile phase pH could be used

as additional way to change selectiviry (7).

5ummary
It usually is best from an economic and

convenience standpoint to attemPt to

obtain the desired separation by changing

the mobile phase strength, soivent tJpe,

temperature, and pH as discussed last

monti (4). If these changes are unsuccess-

ful, a change in the column should be

expiored. A cyano, phenyl, or EPG col-

umn often will give a change in the sepa-

ration from a stafting C8 or C18 column.

The database of Figure 2 canbe used to

improve the chances of selecting a column

for a successfril orthogonal seParation. A

change in the column plus a change in the

mobile phase solvent qpe from methanol

to acetonitrile or acetonitrile to methanol

will give added power to change the sepa-

ration selectiviry.
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